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HRPC Basics:
- Welcome, Program Overview, HRPC Resources Overview
- Intro to Human Rights in Patient Care (HRPC)
- “HRPC and Public Health - A Common Ground”
- Human Rights Mechanisms Applied to Patient Care:
  (1) European Court of Human Rights; Strategic Litigation; Exhausting National Remedies; Use of ECtHR Cases at National Level
  (2) UN Human Rights Treaties and Treaty Bodies
  (3) Universal Periodic Review
  (4) Shadow Reports
  (5) Special Procedures of the Human Rights Council
- Examples from Fellows’ National Experiences/ Open Dialogue with Special Rapporteur on RTH

Production of HRPC Practitioner Guides:
- Panel Discussion: Producing a Practitioner Guide: Lessons Learned
- Group Work: Producing National PGs
- Group Work: Producing Patient-Friendly Guides
- Fellows’ Presentations and Discussion - Practitioner Guides: Author and Editor Identification; Target Audiences; Dissemination; Marketing; Use; Training; Funding
- Participant Presentations and Discussion - Patient-Friendly Guides: Author and Editor Identification; Target Audiences; Dissemination; Marketing; Use; Training; Funding
- Recap
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Associate Director, Practitioner-in-Residence, Human Rights Clinic and Lecturer in Law
University of Miami
School of Law
USA
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Videos/ HRPC Practitioner Guides:
- Fellows’ Videos
- HRPC Practitioner and Patient-Friendly Guides: Overview
- HRPC PG International and Regional Chapters: Use, Translations and EU Additions
- HRPC Quiz: International and Regional PG Chapters
- HRPC Practitioner Guides - National: Rights/ Responsibilities of Patients/ Providers; Procedures
- Examples of HRPC; Training of Lawyers, Health Care Providers, Public Health Managers, Patients and Patient Representative
Video/ Digital Resources and Activities:
- HRPC Video Library and Community Practice
- Video and Digital Activities
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Public Health Reviews, HRPC Special Collection:
- PHR: “Human Rights and the Practice of Medicine”
- Dual Loyalty in Health Care Settings
- PHR: "Palliative Care and HRPC: Armenian Case Study"
- PHR: "Drug Treatment and Punishment in Russia - Comment"
- PHR: "The State's Obligation to Regulate and Monitor Private Health Care Facilities"
- Intersex Issues in Health Care Settings: Israeli Case Report
- Examples from Fellows' National Experiences
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